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The name AutoCAD is derived from Autonomous CAD, which was Autodesk's original vision for its CAD software. In 1989,
Autodesk added a DCS (Design Center System) to AutoCAD, which allowed users to access specialized CAD-related software

tools and resources from within AutoCAD. The DSC integrated CAD, DWG file format, communication and collaboration
tools, and capabilities for a user-friendly design experience. The DSC is no longer in active development; instead, Autodesk has
switched its strategy to align itself with manufacturing partners and the engineering community. Key features and requirements
of AutoCAD are as follows: Allows for extremely fast and accurate drafting; Enables the user to construct an unlimited number

of three-dimensional objects, shapes and solids; Enables the user to create geometry such as circles, squares, triangles and
polygons, as well as lines and arcs; Allows the user to specify bends and angles; Enables the user to create two- and three-

dimensional drawing blocks and to manage drawing blocks as a group; Allows the user to create blocks of text, draw text, and
input text; Enables the user to create and edit text, raster and vector data; Enables the user to place and arrange points, lines and

polylines; Allows the user to specify colors; Enables the user to create two- and three-dimensional blocks and components;
Enables the user to move, rotate, scale, mirror and send drawing objects to another application; Enables the user to create and

edit block styles, text styles, the color palette, editing tools, line styles, linetypes, profiles, and linetype effects; Enables the user
to edit existing objects; Enables the user to render, place and set viewports; Enables the user to create, edit and display

annotation, dimensions, the block tree, page setups, the legend, a table of contents, and the ribbon; Enables the user to edit and
save shape, text, image, movie, and Web service files; Enables the user to import, export and manage drawing, model and

dimension data; Enables the user to edit and send AutoCAD files; Enables the user to integrate video into an AutoCAD file and
to create exploded and solid views
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Simulation The 2010 release of AutoCAD contained two features designed for simulation: the ability to control the generation
of technical drawings in Architectural Desktop and the ability to create schedules in ArchiCAD. Architecture The

"Architecture" mode of AutoCAD simplifies the creation of technical drawings (plan and section views) for projects in
architecture and engineering fields. Instead of dragging and editing 2D shapes, with the new "Architecture" mode, users are
directed to a series of tools which give them the ability to quickly draw, position, and edit plans and sections. Tools include

pencils, pens, line shapes, polylines, filled polylines, arc shapes, text objects, and section and plan view objects. The new toolset
is designed to be used when creating a technical drawing, not when designing a project. The ArchiCAD mode allows for

producing architectural designs. For more information on the "Architecture" mode, see Architectural Desktop. ArchiCAD
ArchiCAD is an add-on for AutoCAD that contains an integrated set of tools for design of buildings, structures and other
architectural items. The program is marketed by Autodesk as a "lifetime subscription" product, allowing users to access a

database of component drawings without having to wait for Autodesk to release new versions of their CAD software, which
would typically only be updated once every five years. ArchiCAD contains tools such as: 3D modeling for architectural

modeling 3D modeling for structural engineering CAD/CAM/CAE modeling (in addition to the former functions, ArchiCAD
also includes a CAE-only modeling function) Civil engineering functionality Coordinate systems including conventional,

European and North American datums and ellipsoids Fillet/scallop Dimensions Vector graphics generation Auto-fit walls and
roofs ArchiCAD has the ability to import models from other CAD systems as well as to export to other CAD systems, including
Autodesk's other software. The program supports CAD file formats natively including AutoCAD, MicroStation, Creo, and Solid

Edge. It also supports the native file formats of C-Edit, Elographics, and Gerber. ArchiCAD includes the capability to import
and export coordinate systems, features a special workspace for architectural design called "Architectural Detail" to allow easy

manipulation of details. Civil Civil 5b5f913d15
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Q: How to add new class to element using jQuery I'm using the swfObject jQuery plugin to convert flash content into HTML5. I
have a block of code like this: This is a long paragraph. Make sure this text will be limited to a certain width. This is a long
paragraph. Make sure this text will be limited to a certain width. This is a long paragraph. Make sure this text will be limited to a
certain width. Now, I want to add a new class in the above DIV called thisclass-wrap, to make sure all three paragraphs would be
in a single wrapper DIV. How can I accomplish this using jQuery? A: $('div.thisclass').wrapAll(''); The 46-year-old bank robber
was shot in the leg by an off-duty police officer after the thief held up a grocery store in South Texas A bank robber who was
shot in the leg by an off-duty police officer and who suffered a gunshot wound to the foot during the March 5 armed robbery
was sentenced to 30 years in federal prison Wednesday for his part in the crime. The 46-year-old bank robber was shot in the
leg by an off-duty police officer after the thief held up a grocery store in South Texas. Authorities said the grocery store owner
on Jan. 12 paid a visit to the officer’s home in Edinburg, Texas, after the owner saw surveillance video of the robbery. Get push
notifications with news, features and more. The officer’s wife gave the couple a letter from the store owner, who said that he
needed the robber’s money and that the person who committed the crime didn’t rob the store, authorities said. The owner wrote
in the letter that he feared the robber would hurt him if he took the money, according to reports. The officer and his wife then
took a second letter from the owner, according to authorities, who say that they started discussing the crime when the officer
called for his wife’s help. The officer then decided to pay

What's New In?

Edit sketch lines and paths. Use automated logic to clean up or adjust sketch lines and paths based on edits to other parts of your
drawing. (video: 1:44 min.) Edit existing drawings. Create and edit the structure of your drawings easily. At the beginning of a
new drawing, you can see the underlying structure of your drawing without having to navigate multiple layers. (video: 1:31 min.)
Edit in 3D. Put text on objects in 3D. (video: 2:11 min.) Group layers. Organize your layers into cohesive groups for better
organization. (video: 1:14 min.) Query data from files. Synchronize queries with other files in your drawing. (video: 2:01 min.)
Re-linking sketches: Use a drawing’s original, linked, 3D model for re-linking. Any changes to that model in the original
drawing are also reflected in the linked model, so you can connect any two drawings together. Tagging: Save your designs and
tag them for greater efficiency. In a multi-design project, tag designs and easily add designs to specific sheets in a spreadsheet.
(video: 2:02 min.) Two-dimensional (2D) and 3D visualizations: Discover an area’s topography with visualizations of elevation
or plan views. Calculate area of an object or surface, or understand your overall drawing more deeply. (video: 1:38 min.) 3D
visualizations can be compared to get a better view of the overall design. Visualize any object or surface in 3D to understand its
shape and location. (video: 1:48 min.) Relate to your design with 3D visualizations. Draw a line and connect to an item, object,
or surface in your drawing. (video: 1:27 min.) Understand scale and size with visualizations. Convert a drawing from linear feet
to meters, or compare a linear inch to a linear foot. (video: 1:41 min.) Change size, scale, and position with grips. Create and
edit grips to change drawing scale. (video: 1:23 min.) Relate to designs with a series of layouts. Use a series of visualizations to
understand your designs’ overall layout. (video: 1:50 min.) Change surface topology.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 10 (64-bit) Windows 7 SP1, Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Intel
Core 2 Quad Memory: 4 GB RAM 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 460 or AMD HD 6870 NVIDIA GTX 460 or AMD
HD 6870 Disk: 30 GB available space 30 GB available space Internet: Broadband internet connection Broadband internet
connection Additional Notes: Up-to-date video drivers recommended Recommended: OS: Windows
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